Technology Guide

CSP is complex:
Here’s how to
get it right
Content Security Policy is a powerful tool in your web security armory
but it can be tricky to get it right. Here’s why it’s worth the effort - and
how automation can take the pain out of it.
W h at is it a n d w h y d o I n eed it ?
In a nutshell: Content Security Policy is a web security standard that helps prevent cross-site
scripting (XSS) and other content injection attacks. As application functionality has increased, so
too has the attack surface. What attackers want to see is more functionality and less security; there’s a
gap there they can exploit, and CSP bridges that gap without impacting website performance.
CSP is browser-native and developed and maintained by the W3C (World-wide Web Consortium). It’s
another layer of defense in your web security strategy: attackers use multiple techniques to inject
content and exfiltrate data, it makes sense to make it as difficult as possible for them to succeed.
Used in conjunction with other expert-developed standards suh as SRI, HTST and nonces, “CSP++”
provides a holistic defense-in-depth strategy that any enterprise should consider.

W h at ’s t h e pro b lem?
Today’s websites are rarely built by the website owners, they’re a conglomoration of
web-enabled assets, all connecting on to further web-enabled assets - a massive global
supply chain that nobody really thinks about as such. Unless you’re a cybercriminal
or an AppSec specialist: with so many connected parts, it’s difficult to secure every
potential gap or avoid introducing vulnerability to an otherwise secure website.
The average website relies on 33 third-party services but many sites have hundreds or even thousands of these
integrations, any one of which can be exploited to inject content or exfiltrate data.
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What makes these attacks so powerful is that they can also strike as a
first party: criminals can exploit the website owner’s own code, carefully
crafting it to blend in. These attacks can go undetected for months, or
even years - because everything happens in the browser (the ‘clientside’), transactions aren’t impeded in any way and everyone carries on
as usual.

H ow C o n t en t Secu rit y P o li cy wo rks
Content Security Policy works by telling the browser which content
sources can be trusted and which ones should be blocked. It gives
website owners the ability to specify which data sources are allowed to
load, by defining policies and lists of allowed origins for all the different
kinds of resources their site uses.

Typical use
cases for CSP
n Setting policies to prevent
user-supplied content from
injecting malicious content,
such as JavaScript, into
web applications.
n Setting policies for web
applications that prevent
users from loading content
insecurely, even if the
application is telling them
to do so.
n Setting policies to prevent
trusted third parties from
loading content from
untrusted fourth/fifth
parties.
n Preventing web
applications from being
framed by other web
applications.

That’s trickier than it sounds: as mentioned above, modern websites include many applications and assets
from external sources, like scripts, fonts, styles, social media buttons, Google Analytics etc. Modern websites
designed to provide rich user experience pull resources from many sources - get your policy wrong, and you risk
blocking functionality, degrading the user experience and generating multiple errors and reports. If your site has
a lot of traffic, it won’t take long before your administrative staff are overwhelmed by the noise - and your users
move elsewhere due to poor experience.
For this reason, many website owners have avoided implementing comprehensive CSP - or avoided it altogether.
And for those reasons, XSS is one of the most popular vectors for attack for cybercriminals. As we’ll see, it
doesn’t have to be this way: there is a really straightforward solution to getting CSP right: automation.
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It ain’t what you do, it’s the way that you do it
Some commentators have criticised CSP for not blocking everything, but
it was never designed as a silver bullet - it’s part of a broader defensein-depth strategy. One of the greatest challenges to CSP adoption is the
human factor. To implement it effectively and really reap the benefits,
you have to understand how it works and have the resources required to
manage policy tuning and consume alert volumes. Not everyone has this
expertise in-house - Tala sees many misconfigured policies, as well as
ineffective policies that don’t provide strong security.
Deploying standards like CSP is challenging, but Tala has worked on
simplifying this by automating CSP deployment and ongoing management.
To take even more complexity away, you can automate your “CSP++”
defense-in-depth by deploying all the other web-native, expert-developed
controls that are at your disposal. Switch them on. When you let experts
like Tala administer CSP and other advanced security policies, you ensure continuous client-side security measures
are in place - and keep ahead of the ever-evolving threat landscape. When it comes to blocking data exfiltration
and other Magecart-style attacks, an accurately configured CSP, managed with continuous updates, allows you to
control where data is sent, block attacks and send a real-time notification.
Let Tala do the heavy lifting
With Tala, a website can be up and running with CSP in minutes. Tala completely automates the process of
policy generation, updating and implementation, alert analytics and incident management. Website attacks are
prevented in real time, with minimal need for oversight, remediation or incident response.
Continuous analytics provide dynamic feedback to Tala’s automation engine. This engine applies real-time, finely
tuned, standards-based policies - for comprehensive, future-proof security. Because Tala activates standards-based
security policies that are hard-coded into every browser, there’s no impact on performance or user experience.
If you care about cross-site scripting (XSS) and other content injection attacks, you should care about
implementing strong Content Security Policy. It gives website owners the ability to exercise granular control - rules
can be as lax or as strict as you need, all the way to allowing a single file rather than trusting an entire domain.

Is your website secure? Request a free website analysis and find out.

www.talasecurity.io | info@talasecurity.com
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